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RÉSUMÉ 

Les grands systèmes fluviaux des Alpes sont fortement menacés à cause de l’exploitation excessive 
de leurs ressources aquatiques. La sensibilisation du public, en conjonction avec des conditions 
juridiques innovatrices, contribue à stimuler la gestion des rivières d’une façon durable. Nos 
recherches visent à fournir des stratégies applicables à la conservation des ruisseaux écosensibles à 
un niveau supranational, fondée sur une vision commune du statut écologique des rivières Alpines et 
de ses plaines inondables. Cet ensemble de données fournit des informations spatialement explicites 
en ce qui concerne les pressions humaines principales, et la situation actuelle par rapport à l’état 
écologique et hydro-morphologique des systèmes fluviaux. La mise en œuvre d’un programme 
d’évaluation spécifiquement développé comprenant un ensemble de critères biophysiques, nous a 
permis d’identifier des “fleuves nécessitant une protection prioritaire”, représentant 15% du réseau 
total des rivières Alpines. 
La perspective pan-Alpine est cruciale car elle est une contribution utile pour identifier des 
écosystèmes fluviaux menacés dans le contexte spatial Alpin et elle permet aussi d’élaborer un 
concept cohérent pour fixer les priorités en matière de conservation et de gestion des rivières. 

ABSTRACT 

The major river systems of the Alps are highly endangered from the on going exploitation of their water 
resources. Public awareness hand in hand with innovative legal framework conditions stimulates 
addressing river management in a more sustainable way. Our investigations aim to provide applicable 
strategies for the conservation of ecologically sensitive river stretches at a supranational level, based 
on a comprehensive overview of the environmental status of Alpine rivers and their floodplains. This 
data set provides area wide, spatially explicit information with regard to the main human pressures as 
well as the current ecological and hydro-morphological state. By implementing a specifically developed 
assessment scheme with a set of biophysical criteria, river stretches of “very high protection priority” 
have been identified, comprising 15% of the total Alpine river network.  
This pan-Alpine view is crucial as it is a useful contribution to identify rare and endangered riverine 
ecosystems in the context of the entire Alpine area and to develop a coherent concept for setting 
priorities in river conservation and management. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Hydro-morphological alterations due to hydropower production and flood protection measures have 
been identified as key pressures in the Alpine region (Schinegger et al., 2012). Hydropower continues 
to play an important role, driven by the increasing demand of renewable energy production due to the 
EU RES directive. On the other side, huge efforts are made to improve the ecological status of running 
waters as well as to protect aquatic ecosystems according to the obligations of the EU WFD and 
Habitats Directive. 

To develop adequate protection and restoration strategies, spatially explicit information about 
significant stressors as well as the environmental status of the river-floodplain systems of the Alps are 
required. In the past years a few studies addressed these issues, but a consistent database as well as 
an adequate, harmonized assessment method was still missing. 

The project “Scientific foundations for identifying ecologically sensitive river stretches in the Alpine Arc” 
aims to provide such a comprehensive pan-Alpine foundation for setting nature protection priorities 
with regard to the vulnerability of Alpine rivers.  

2 METHODS 

The main tasks of this project were (1) the generation of a consistent and comprehensive data base 
on a pan-Alpine level, (2) the identification and documentation of the main impacts/pressures, and (3) 
the designation of river stretches with very high/ high protection priority. 

Therefore all relevant data on fundamental biophysical characteristics, hydro-morphological pressures 
(hydropower plants and other barriers, water abstraction, hydro-peaking and impoundments) as well 
as on ecological and morphological status, on the remaining floodplain forests/wetlands and on 
protected areas were collected and organized in a GIS database.  

For the identification of “ecologically sensitive river stretches” we established an assessment scheme 
based on recently developed methods for the designation of river stretches with conservation need as 
“no go areas” (BMLFUW, 2012, Muhar et al., 2011). Four priority classes (very high, high, moderate 
and low) have been determined by a set of criteria to provide a framework for priority setting in river 
conservation. The results of this assessment of the whole river network of the Alpine Arc (rivers with 
catchment area > 10 km2) are balanced in tables and visualized in maps. 

3 RESULTS 

The results demonstrate that a high amount of Alpine rivers are affected by severe human pressures. 
Rivers with intact aquatic biocoenoses - expressed by their high ecological status - are restricted to 
11% of the river network in the Alpine Arc. While 15% of the smaller rivers and streams (catchment 
size 10-100 km²) are still ecologically little disturbed, only 4% of the large rivers (catchment size > 
1000 km²) remain as river stretches with high ecological status. 

Similarly, 42% of the large rivers fail to achieve good morphological status. About 8% are in poor or 
bad status and 28% are even classified as being heavily modified or artificial. 

The share of hydrologically affected river stretches is increasing with catchment size. Moreover, 44 % 
of the large rivers show altered hydrological regimes due to water abstraction, hydro-peaking and/or 
impoundments. Additionally, a basic pan-Alpine overview of the floodplains illustrates the decline of 
floodplain forests and wetland areas for the whole Alpine Arc.  

Based on the comprehensive database developed in this project, we were able to identify rivers of 
protection priority due to the (1) high ecological status, (2) protection status as Nature Reserve, 
Wilderness Area or National Park and/or (3) floodplains/wetlands of high or national importance. 
Rivers of “very high protection priority” comprise 15% of the total Alpine river network (see Figure1). 
Analysing the conservation status of these rivers, a significant proportion of rivers can be identified, 
which are classified as of very high protection priority, but which are still not legally protected. 
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Figure1: Protection priorities of the Alpine river network (catchment area>100 km2) 

4 CONCLUSION 

The results assist to establish a prioritisation framework to halt the loss of ecologically sensitive rivers 
and their biota by a pan-Alpine river conservation strategy. This “pan-Alpine perspective” was 
particularly emphasized in this study because the scope of most existing conservation activities are 
rarely going beyond national borders. This is crucial for a sustainable implementation of protection and 
restoration and, hence, helps to avoid short term, single-case decisions without knowledge of the Alps 
wide context. 

Our assessment revealed data gaps for certain types of data; in particular, detailed information 
regarding hydro-morphological status and pressures is still missing for some regions of the Alpine Arc. 
Further data compilation and homogenization is needed. Our spatial results for the whole Alpine river 
network can guide research and administration in generating and collecting the most useful and 
relevant data based on the identified data gaps.  
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